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Summer Fair and BBQ – Thursday 10th July 2014

Dear Parents
A final reminder that our annual Summer Fair and BBQ takes place tomorrow between 5pm and 7pm. It
looks as if we may be lucky with the weather and the event will be able to be held outside.
Y1 parents and children will be attending the opening of their Gallery exhibition at 5pm and should
arrive at the main entrance. For all other parents and children, the entrance will be via the blue gates
onto the main playground.
You will be able to buy burgers and hotdogs
from our BBQ so an easy tea for everyone!
There will also be other refreshments and the
usual favourite activities and stalls.

If we are outside, there will be the opportunity to throw wet sponges at Mr Bloor
and some new attractions this year, including visits by emergency service vehicles and an inflatable
football goal game.

One of the highlights of the event, weather
permitting, will be donkey rides for the children.
We will be joined by three very friendly donkeys
and they will be providing rides for the children
on the playground!

We do hope that you will all be joining us to support the event. Funding new and exciting attractions is
only possible if we receive the support of our parent community on these occasions.

Our First Bluecoat School CD – Songs for Summer
Our first CD is now ready to order! The children are so excited
that they have their very own CD. It has been recorded by
children from Y1 to Y6 with two special tracks featuring our
school choir.
It is a celebration of the wonderful improvement in the children’s singing skills and the great enjoyment
we now get from being a singing school! This is a fantastic opportunity for you to buy a lasting memory
of your child’s time at our school and one I am sure you will treasure in the future.
You will be able to hear the CD at the BBQ tomorrow. Copies of the CD are available to order at £6.99
each. If you wish to order a copy, please complete the attached order form and return it school by
Monday 14th July with your payment.
You will then receive your CD by the end of term so that you can enjoy it during the summer holidays
and beyond. We hope that you support the children by ordering their CD and enjoying it with them. We
may make it to the top of the charts one day!
I look forward to welcoming you all tomorrow!
Kind regards

Carol Hines
Headteacher

